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DESCRIPTION

71418

2013 Domaine Grands Bois Cotes du Rhone Cuvee Trois Soeurs

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$12.99

DISCOUNT %

$10.99*

15%

"Rich bouquet of spicy fragrances, fruity (blueberry, cherry) and floral. Its beautiful, refined tannic structure develops a harmonious roundness
that gives way to flavors of small stone fruit, garrigue and mint. The finish is long and pleasant." - Reviewed by: Producer

60799

2012 Serge Dagueneau Pouilly Fume les Pentes

$22.99

$20.99*

9%

"Aromas of apple, pear, kiwi, citrus, stone, grapefruit, and melon. Flavors of grass, gooseberry, grapefruit, lime, melon, citrus, mineral, and
flint." - Reviewed by: Producer

70230

2013 Domaine Les Aphillanthes Cotes du Rhone Rose

$11.99

N/A

N/A

"Fantastic pink salmon color with a very clean nose of stone fruit and raspberry. Crisp and refreshing right off the bat, a slick medium body
sports plenty of tart red fruit and minerality. A crack of white pepper and bright acidity round out this incredibly pleasing rose. Pair with the
outdoors and everything from light fare to BBQ." - Gabriel Zdrojkowski, Binny's River Grove - Reviewed by: Binny's

72524

2012 Domaine Servin Chablis Vaillons

$27.99

N/A

N/A

"The tank-raised Servin 2012 Chablis Vaillons features very ripe pear, peach, and pineapple with faintly volatile and distilled fruit overtones
juxtaposed with stone and ash, and laced with welcome salinity that helps guarantee a mouthwatering extension." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 90 to 91pts

65102

2011 Domaine Servin Chablis les Clos Grand Cru

$55.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright yellow-green. Captivating aromas of orange, spearmint, quinine, white pepper and spices are energized by a crushed stone element.
Explosive on entry, then tactile and electric in the middle palate, with excellent definition and lift to the citrus and crushed stone flavors.
There's nothing exotic about this 2012. Builds impressively on the intense, perfumed, palate-staining finish." -Stephen Tanzer - Reviewed by:
International Wine Cellar - 91 to 94pts

59523

2011 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet Clavoillon

$135.00

N/A

N/A

"Pale, green-tinged yellow. Reticent but pure aromas of lemon peel, mirabelle, orange flower and stone. Supple, lush and pure, with a fine
grain to the flavors of white peach and spices. Finishes dry and long, with enough acidity to maintain its shape." - Reviewed by: International
Wine Cellar - 92pts

55819

2010 Domaine Servin Chablis Blanchot

$54.99

N/A

"The 2010 Chablis Blanchots offers up freshly cut flowers, mint, white peaches and crushed rocks. This is one of the more intensely mineral
wines in 2010, with less immediacy but more in the way of energy, brightness and focus. White stone fruits and citrus reappear on the
pointed, vibrant finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

